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Over 9 billion tons of oil-based plastics have been produced to date.

Less than 30% of these have been recycled.

Associated CO2 emissions exceed 2.8 Gt/year by 2050.

In order to achieve global UN sustainability goals the UK must reduce its reliance on oil-
based plastics such as PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) imminently.

Waste biomass such as wood (lignin), bio-diesel waste (glycerol) and industrial coolants
(ethylene glycol) can be utilised as green, abundant and carbon neutral substitutes for 
fossil fuels and feedstocks for the production of value-added chemicals and bio-plastics.

Fossil fuel free and renewable sources of electricity, such as from solar or wind power, 
can be used to drive an electrochemical cell and facilitate green catalysis.

This electrochemical cell is composed of a two-electrode system: the working electrode 
(anode) at which waste biomass is oxidised into value added chemicals, and the counter 
electrode, a platinum wire (cathode) at which green hydrogen is produced via the 
splitting of water. A polymer membrane is used to separate the anode and cathode 
compartments.

This technology allows the co-production of a green energy dense fuel (hydrogen) and 
upcycling of waste biomass into valuable fine chemicals.
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Cheap and sustainable organic catalysts can be used to drive 
the electrocatalytic oxidation of waste biomass-derived 
feedstocks such as hydroxy-methylfurfural (HMF) in an 
electrochemical cell. 

This can provide valuable products such as 
formylfurancarboxylic acid (FFCA) and 2,5-furandicarboxylic 
acid (FDCA) which can be used as bio-renewable
replacements in petroleum-based polymers such as 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) to produce green and carbon-
neutral plastics such as polyethylene furanoate (PEF).

✓ Sustainable  ✓ Scalable 
✓ Low-cost      ✓ H2 production
✓ CO2 free        ✓ Circular economy
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Organic biomass derived alcohols such as glycerol, 
ethylene glycol, and HMF have low onset 
oxidation potentials (~ 0.5 V), which are 
thermodynamically more favorable to oxidise than 
the sluggish water oxidation reaction (~ 2.0 V with 
overpotentials) vs RHE (Reversible Hydrogen 
Electrode). Therefore instead of producing oxygen 
at the anode we oxidise waste biomass instead.

These bio-derived platform chemicals can be 
upgraded into higher-valued products such as 
renewable plastics and biofuels. 

For example, FDCA is known as the “sleeping 
giant” of industrial chemicals with PEF having 
markets in packaging, textiles, and films with a 
yearly global market value of over $200 billion. 

One of the greatest challenges in driving this 
process is the design and synthesis of highly 
efficient and stable catalysts which do not 
incorporate precious metals.
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FDCA in pH 10 FDCA in pH 1

H-Cell set-up 

Stable and highly efficient organic catalyst 
synthesised for waste biomass oxidationCurrent performance for our organic 

electrocatalytic oxidation of HMF
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Working principles of electrocatalytic biomass

oxidation and green hydrogen production

We have developed a cheap, organic and highly efficient anodic catalyst to electrocatalytically oxidise HMF into valuable products. Our catalyst is 
metal free and currently performs > 5 times more efficiently than current state of the art materials, generating significantly higher current densities.

Additionally, our catalyst can perform at lower pH values than traditional metal-based catalysts which lead to higher stabilities of the HMF feedstock.

Due to limitations in our H-Cell set-up of mass transport and electrode surface area, we are currently optimising our process using a flow cell reactor to 
enable us to produce the valuable FFCA and FDCA biomass oxidation products at industrial scale. These products can be collected from the 
electrochemical cell in high purity by acidifying the anolyte solution from pH 10 to pH 1 and collecting the precipitate using only filtration.

Overall, we have developed a timely and highly efficient catalysis method for oxidising waste biomass into valuable industrial products 
electrocatalytically. This is currently an untapped and under-reported area and offers a unique strategy to accelerate progress towards a sustainable 
materials and hydrogen-based economy for the UK.

Schematic of our current 

flow cell reactor for 

industrial HMF oxidation

FDCA precipitates out of solution at 
pH 1 and can be easily collected by 

filtration methods
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